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First English Edition of a German Classic
1. HOFFMANN, Dr. Heinrich - THE ENGLISH STRUWWELPETER or Pretty Stories and Funny Pictures for Little Children -After the Sixth
Edition of the Celebrated German Work - Leipsic, Friedrich Volkmar. 1848
An EXTREMELY RARE COPY OF THIS FIRST ENGLISH EDITION. No copy recorded either in COPC or WORLD CAT.
25cms, 24p. Hand-coloured illustration through-out. Buff paper, with a pinkish tinge, covered boards. Black border decoration and lettering
to the upper board. The rear with similar border decoration but with a central group of figures.
Three historic initials in ink and four names in pencil to the verso of the upper board below a small booksellers printed ticket. The leaves
slightly darkened toward the margins with some light brown spotting through-out. The colour of the illustration remains bright and strong.
The upper cover bears a small round incomplete ink stamp, possibly of the original book seller alongside the publishers names. Both
boards are detached. The majority of the paper spine remains and could be restored with care. VERY RARE. POA

An Extremely Rare French work
2. De VINCK, Baron Marcel - UNE CHASSE A COURRE CHEZ LORD
PINGTON
27.5cms, 32p. Coloured illustration. disbound.
A few turned corners and minor closed edge tears to first and last leaf. Some
dust markings to those leaves, also. Sewing now broken-down.
An extremely RARE work. WORLD CAT shows only a single copy recorded.
Not apparently a re-printed work and no examples known to be offered for
sale. POA

3. CARROLL, Lewis - Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland - With six Illustrations in
Colour by Charles FOLKARD - London, A & C Black. 1929 (First Edition, thus).
20cms, ix, i, 174p, adverts 4p. 6 full page plates. Plain end-leaves. Apple green cloth
over boards, lettered in black to cover and spine.
A neat gift inscription to the head of the half-title is the only mark of previous
ownership. Internally very clean and well cared for. The spine is a touch light faded.
Delightful, bright plates by Folkard.
This is a SCARCE edition. COPAC records only 3 copies at the BL, V&A and
National Library of Wales. Also rare in the market and highly collectable. £150

4. KINGSLEY, Charles - The Water-Babies - A Fairy Tale for a Land-Baby
(Abridged) Illustrated by MABEL LUCIE ATTWELL - London, Raphael Tuck &
Sons. n/d c.1915.
18.5cms, 279p, i, 8p adverts. Full page coloured frontis by Attwell and 5 further
similar. Line drawings in-text throughout. Plain end-leaves. Pale red cloth over
boards. Attwell coloured plate pasted to upper cover, framed in gold and lettered
in black. Gilt lettered spine.
A very good copy. No marks of past ownership, which is rare. A few light
handling marks to the early leaves but internally very crisp and clean. The plates
are outstanding. the cover plates is a little lightly scratched and the spine a little
faded. A very attractive and collectible copy of an un-common edition. COPAC
shows 2 copies only. £45

5. WYNNE, May - Girls of the Pansy Patrol - A
Story of Girl Guides in Camp. London, The Godship
House, Chancery Lane. N/d.
18.5cms, 192p, 4p adverts. Coloured frontis. Black
illustrated and lettered on red cover. Colour printed
d/w, not clipped.
A SCARCE, but very good copy. Neat ink inscription
to head of ffep, otherwise free from marks of use. A
well-cared for copy. Some fairly minor edge
chipping to d/w. Dustiness evident to white based
rear cover. A production of the 1930’s, rarely found
in d/w £175

6. MACDONALD, George - The Princess and the Goblin. With
30 illustrations by Arthur Hughes and a Frontispiece by
Laurence Houseman. London, Blackie & Son. N/d.
18.5cms, vi, 313p, plates as stated. Blackie’s 32p cat. bound in,
including illustration. Grey end-leaves. Art Nouveau binding, gilt
inter-lacing to spine. All edges stained blue/green.
A school award plate to upper-pastedown. Some mild handling
marks to early leaves. A good, solid copy with very limited wear.
The gold work of the spine still moderately bright. A couple of
small stains to rear cover.
AN ATTRACTIVE COPY OF A RARE EDITION. £75

7. The Girl’s Own Annual - Vol. 45 1923/4. Edited by Flora Klickmann London, Fleet Street.
27.5cms, Coloured frontis, tissue leaf,
coloured title. 704p. Illustrated throughout. Colour printed end-leaves. Green &
mauve floral patterned cover with central
framed colour illustration.
Without marks of past ownership. A
very clean and crisp copy. Minimal wear
to spine ends. £20

We have other early Annual
issues, so please ask for details

8. CROMPTON, Richmal - William the Gangster,
Illustrated by Thomas Henry. London, George
Newness [First Cheap Edition - November 1934 First published May, 1934.]
18cms, 252p. Plain end-leaves. Salmon cloth with
black spine lettering.
Without marks of past ownership. Lacking the d/w
and with some fading to spine. This is a surprisingly
un-common early copy in very good condition. £20

9. KIPLING, Rudyard - Puck of Pook’s Hill. London,
Macmillan. 1906. First Edition.
20cms, p x, 306p, 4p adverts. Illustrated by Millar.
Frontis and 20 further illustrations. Plain end-leaves.
Marion cloth with the gilt medallion centre to upper
board with the famous elephant head and Nazi
insignia.
Internally clean, save for neat former owners
inscription to upper paste-down. Very light edge
rubbing to cloth cover. Just starting to split in the
rear joint at the head. A Good PLUS copy - £17.50

10. MILNE, A.AA. - The Christopher Robin Story Book
from WHEN WE WERE VERY YOUNG, NOW WE ARE
SIX, WINNIE-THE- POOH & THE HOUSE AT POOH
CORNER - Illustrated by Ernest H. Shepard. London,
Methuen & co. First Edition 1929.
19cms, x, ii, 171p, adverts viii. Illustrated end-leaves. Pale
blue publisher’s cloth. Gilt lettering and decoration to
upper cover.
A period gift inscription to the ffep, otherwise free from
annotation. The occasional small brown mark. Loose in
the cover with some distinct soiling to cover and the
beginnings of a split to the upper joint. A good, first copy
of the FIRST EDITION. £25

11. MILNE, A A. - A Gallery of Children Illustrations by SAIDA [H. Willebeek Le Mair]
London, Stanley Paul & Co. First published 1925
- this sixth edition, 1925.
30cms, 105p. Coloured vignette to title with 12
full page coloured plates, as per list. Plain endleaves. Pale blue cloth over boards. Lettered in
black to cover and spine. Central rectangular
coloured plate pasted on.
With marks of past ownership. A few odd signs
of light brown spotting - minor only. A few minor
edge bumps to the cover, otherwise in very good
and collectible condition. Very attractive large full
page coloured plates, with one accompanying
each of the 12 short stories. £25

12. SMEDLEY, Frank E. - Harry Coverdale’s Courtship, and,
All That Came From It. With Illustrations by “PHIZ’ [Hablot K.
Browne] London, Virtue Brothers. n/d c.1855.
FIRST EDITION.
23cms, vi, 474p. General Catalogue to rear dated July
1868.24p. Plain end-leaves. Apple green pebbled cloth with
gilt illustration and blind borders to cover and extensive gilt
lettering and decoration to spine.
Without marks of past ownership save for circular blind
stamp of W H Smith Library to the upper fore-edge corner of
the ffep. A touch of foxing to the engraved title, the last leaf
and the catalogue. Including some excellent full page plates
by ‘Phiz'. Very limited wear to the cover. Gilt work bright.
A very good copy. £65

13. DURRELL, Gerald - A Zoo in My Luggage
with 41 illustrations by Ralph Thompson.
London, Rupert Hart Davis. 1960 - First
published 1960, this, 2nd imp 1960.
22cms, 205p. Illustrated. Plain end-leaves.
Blue boards, silver lettered spine.
Predominantly pink d/w, illustrated, lettered on
yellow ground to cover and spine.
Effectively mint copy. No signs of past
ownership. Book and binding very crisp.
Spine just a touch dulled.
Highly collectible copy. £20

14. VERNE, Jules - Five Weeks in a Balloon.
London, Ward, Lock & Co. Ltd. n/d c.1899.
19cms, Frontis, 268p. Lily Series catalogue,
and others, bound in at rear pxx. Book series
adverts in green as end-leaves. Bound in
green cloth with colourful scene of sea
creature and ballon against a sinking sun.
Black lettered to cover and spine on pale blue
ground.
Free from marks of past ownership save for a
school prize plate to the upper paste-down.
No attempt made to remove it. This gives a
date of June 1899. A touch of browning to the
half-title. In very good all round bright
condition.
Very Collectible copy.

£35

15. Brockman, Janie - Scrap - London, George
Stoneman [1893]
18.5cms, frontis, iv, 173p, 4 further full page drawn
plates with captions. Publisher’s adverts, with
illustration, x. Pale yellow end-leaves. Bound in
purple cloth. Front cover with multi-coloured floral
spray with the title in black on gold ground, similar to
spine.
Internally in very good condition. I leave cut a little
awkwardly leaving a partly frayed fore-edge. A
‘Sunday School’ presentation slip tipped on to the
ffep and fairly easily removable, if desired. The
boards a vivd in colour with just a couple of foreedge rubs. The purple has faded on the spine to a
mid-grey. This is a RARE WORK with just 4 copies
recorded by COPAC at the British Library, The
National Library of Scotland and Oxford &
Cambridge.
Rare in the market. £65

16. FRAIPONT, Guastave - L’Enfance Laborieuse YVES LE MARIN Paris, Henri Laurens [1911]
Delightful colour plates and text by Gustave Fraipont Professor a la Legion
D’honneur. RARE
24cms, half-title, frontis, title, 132p. Pale blue end-leaves. Pale blue cloth
over boards. Colour illustrated figure to upper cover with lettering in red.
Black lettered spine.
Ink inscription to head of half-title, otherwise free from marks of past
ownership. Some age toning to the edges of the leaves. Boards brightly
coloured. Spine and fore-edge with some darkening and handling marks.
A RARE COPY of this work in very good condition. £90

17. SMITH, Georgina Castle (‘Brenda’) - More
About Froggy A Sequel to “Froggy’s Little
Brother” London, The Religious Tract Society.
[1914]
19.5cms, 246p, 10p adverts. Coloured frontis.
Plain end-leaves. Pale green cloth with illustrated
cover and spine. Red and gilt lettered to cover,
gilt only to spine.
Period ink inscription to ffep, otherwise free from
marks of past ownership. Some spotting to halftitle, otherwise a good, clean copy of a RARE
title. COPAC lists 5 COPIES ONLY. £25

18. BARRIE, J M. Peter Pan in Kensington Gardens - With
Twenty-four Drawings by ARTHUR RACKHAM - London, Hodder
& Stoughton. N/d [1910].
20cms, half-title, coloured frontis, tissue leaf with caption verso,
title, contents, illustrations, 126p. Mid-green end-leaves with a plan
of Kensington Gardens. Green cloth cover. Upper board with
central gilt image of Peter sitting on a mushroom blowing into his
pipes. Gilt lettered spine.
A 1913 ink gift inscription to head of half-title being the only sign of
past ownership. The sewing is a little loose and a few of the tissue
leaf guards for the plates shows a small degree of creasing. There
are a few short closed edge tears to the margins of the plates, not
affecting the image. Very light wear to the outer joints. A couple of
small marks to the cover.
A WELL ABOVE STANDARD COPY OF A VERY COLLECTIBLE
ILLUSTRATED WORK. £50

19. CRANE, Walter - The Baby’s Opera - A Book of ‘Old
Rhymes’ with New Dresses - The Music by the Earliest
Masters. Engraved & Printed in Colours by Edmund Evans.
London, Frederick Warne. n/d c.1900. Dedicated to The
Honourable Mrs. George Howard.
Landscape format 8 x 9 cos, 56p. 36 songs with music. All text
edges coloured red. Publisher’s black end-leaves. Maroon cloth
spine with black and white illustration and lettering on brown
ground sidings.
No marks of past ownership. Upper cover with vertical central
crease, with some chipping to cover paper. Edge chipping.
Corners open. A few handling marks to opening predominantly
off-white leaves. Text leaves clean, without tears or annotation
and brightly coloured. Sewing weak in places and opening.
A GOOD, PLUS copy. £25

20. THE NEW ADVENTURES OF RUPERT - ‘There’s Lots
of Fun Inside’ Daily Express. 1936
The original issue of this scarce and collectible Rupert title.
26cms. 124p, i [And then to Bed]. Plain paste-downs. Red
cloth over boards. Black illustration and lettering to cover and
spine.
‘This Book belongs to:’ neatly filled in in ink. pp. 10/11
partially quite neatly attempted colouring in soft pencil. ‘Get
out your Paint box ‘ p.37 & 38 also quite well done, with a
few marginal strokes to title page 39. pp 67 & 68 coloured,
as invited, with again a few ad-lib stokes to the title p.69.
‘Colour this Carefully’ p. 124, has largely been done just so.
There is some generally light and diffuse brown spotting on
the early leaves and a few places within the text, but this is
minimal. There is some opening of the gutter in a couple of
places. The cover is a little spotted an dust marked in places
and the spine a little creased. AN ABOVE AVERAGE COPY
OF A SCARCE TITLE. £150

Rare Disney title in fine
condition in like dust-wrapper

21. Walt Disney’s Sketch-Book of SNOW WHITE
AND THE SEVEN DWARFS - London, Collins.
1938.
AS CLOSE TO A FINE COPY IN LIKE DUSTWRAPPER AS IS CONCEIVABLE!
29.5cms, un-paginated, 12 coloured tipped in
plates with tissue leaf covers with caption. Endleaves with coloured sketches, front & rear. Offwhite heavy duty linen over boards with black
manuscript lettering to cover. Pale yellow dustwrapper with coloured sketched faces to cover
with manuscript lettering in black.
There are no marks of past ownership. Both pastedowns have a thin darkened edge strip, not
exceeding 10.5 cms which is the remains of an
adhesive attachment. This does not appear to
have an echo either on the dust-wrapper or the
cloth cover. There is a 2cm closed tear to the lower
margin of the tissue leaf covering the illustration
‘and there in a clearing stood a quaint little house..’.
That plate has the lower spine corner with a just
perceptible crease where it has accidentally been
folded back on itself. In a very few places there is
just a hint of light brown spotting, though this is
minor indeed. There is a vertical crease in the
upper cover of the d/w and a couple of very short
minor closed tears.
The colouring and conditioning of the d/w is
exceptional because this copy was inadvertently
issued with a second d/w which has, until the
present time, been maintained in place. This
therefor is a quite unique copy of a book, the first in
the series.
NOT ISSUED in the USA. £650

22. Walt Disney’s Sketch-Book of SNOW WHITE AND THE SEVEN DWARFS - London, Collins. 1938.
Please NOTE selling here is the DUST-WRAPPER ONLY.
The work to which this dust-wrapper relates is described at 21.
30cms. Pale yellow with coloured sketches, front and rear. Black manuscript lettering to upper face. Flaps with text. Not price
clipped.
Old clear adhesive tape reinforcements to lower edges and corners, drying out and flaking off. Some light dustiness, handling
marks and creasing. A few very minor closed edge tears. Some minor surface flaking to the folds. This could easily be cleaned up
and be very good. £95

23. 'BOZ' - Memoirs of Joseph Grimaldi - with Illustrations by George Cruickshank.
In Two Volumes. London, Richard Bentley. 1838.
20cms, half-title, portrait, title, xix, 6 further plates 228p; Half-title, plate, title, ix, 5
further plates. 263p, Mr. Bentley's List 36p. Publisher's pale yellow end-leaves. Pink
publisher's cloth with embossed floral pattern. Gilt lettered to spine.
Early pencil signature to the front paste-down of each volume, otherwise free from
marks of past ownership. Some significant brown spotting in places, including the
plates. Covers dusty with some handling marks. Spines are light faded and gilt work
rather indistinct. Only minor wear to cloth.
Un-common in the original cloth. A popular work on the life of the pre-Victorian
magician. £125

24. KIPLING, Rudyard - Just So Stories For Little Children Illustrated by the Author. London, Macmillan and Co. 1902.
A very good copy of the First Edition - first printing. With outstanding
plates, many full page.
23.5cms, half-title, title, contents, 249p, ii. Plan end-leaves. Red cloth
over boards. Illustrated and lettered in black and white.
Without marks of past ownership. Very clean and crisp internally.
1cm closed tear at the lower margin of the title. The cloth has a clear
adhesive covering. £50

25. GRIMM, Jacob & Wilhelm - Grimms’ Märchenschatz -Ausgewahlte Kinder
- und Hausmädchen [Grimm;s Fairy Tales - Selected Children’s and House
Tales]. Mit 32 Bildern von G. Tenggren. Berlin Grunewald. Verlagsanstalt
Hermann Klemm. n/d. c. 1920.
A RARE printing with 32 fine tipped-in plates.
25cms, Half-title, title (part printed in red), 178p, i. Plain end-leaves. Olive
green cloth over boards, brown silhouette decoration medallion and lettering to
upper cover, similar to spine.
Without marks of past ownership. Internally clean and crisp save for mild edge
darkening to leaves. Plates bright and sharp. Upper gutter cracked. Binding
with wear and loss to corners and spine ends. Light dust soiling.
A RARE EDITION. £150

26. In Luft und Sonne. Zum Besten der Ferienkolonien in
Deutschland. Künstler-und Selbstschriften-Album. (Zentralstelle
der deutschen Vereinigungen für Ferienkolonien und
Sommerpflegen). [In Air and Sun. To the best of the holiday
colonies in Germany. Artist and Autograph Album] Stuttgart,
Verlag von Pulster. 1900.
31.5cms, Half-title, title with vignette,colour illustrated title, iv,
88p. Gilt decorated patterned paper end-leaves. All edges gilt.
Dark green cloth over boards, black printed floral and figure
design to upper cover with deeply embossed stylised
highlighting and lettering.
Ex libris of Paula Ries to upper paste-down. No additional
signs of past ownership. Internally very clean and crisp. Minor
wear and marking to cover. AN UN-COMMON TITLE. £25

27. SIEBE, Josephine - Kasperles Schweizerreise eine lustige
Geschichte mit vier farbigen vollbiedern und 42 Testbildern von
Ernst Nutzer und zahlreichen Scherenschnitten von Berta Werner
A comic Swiss story with 4 full coloured plates and numerous in
text sillhouettes. Stuttgart, Levy & Muller 1928.
We put this forward as a FIRST EDITION of this title somewhat
hesitantly. We have found only one similar, that in Oxford
University dated 1939.
21.5cms, 196p, 4p adverts. Top edge coloured red. Plain endleaves. Illustrated. Off white cloth. Full colour carriage seen with
red boarder and lettering to upper cover. Red lettered spine.
Without marks of past ownership. Some edge wear to cloth, with
small hole to the head of the rear joint. Some light general dust
soiling. A RARE COPY. £150

28. GIRL’S OWN ANNUAL - Volume 61 1939/40.
27.5cms, coloured frontis (Deanna Durbin) 504p. Further
coloured plates and the customary articles/features. Plain endleaves. Pale blue cloth over boards - blind titled to board and
gilt to spine.
Internally clean and without marks of previous ownership.
Lower inner hinge cracked. A few small marks to cover and
light handling marks. Minor wear at the spine ends.
A VERY GOOD EXAMPLE OF ONE OF THE SCARCER
ISSUES. £65

Please note that we have a number of other volumes details available on request.

29. Anon- College & T. B. “Life at Westminster” - Occasional Papers During the Years 1845, 1846 1847 - Saint
Peter’s College - London, G. W. Ginger, Westminster - BOUND WITH, Nugae Westmonasterienses issues I to
XIV [all issues] June to December, 1847.
Both publications offered here in their respective complete runs, are very RARE. COPAC shows Nugae only
at Oxford University Library. Both publications include sporting, social and recreational notices, reports and
information of current scholars, but also of ‘Old Westminsters’ doings and deeds.
18cms, 124p; Nugae, 112p. Plain end-leaves. Bound in contemporary purple peeped cloth. Not lettered.
Ink name and date to ffep, otherwise free from marks of past ownership, annotation etc. Some colour fading to
cloth and wear to spine ends.
A RARE COMPLETE SEQUENCE £195

30. THE GIRL’S REALM ANNUAL -1899 bound in 2 volumes - London, Hutchinson.
Containing contributions by a large number of writers including, Charlotte M. Yonge and Frances Hodgson Burnett, and ‘with upwards
of 1200 illustrations’ including those by Louis Wain.
24mm, Vol. I - Frontis, title, 648p. Vol. 2 - 649-1272p. Photographic plates and drawings throughout. Plain end-leaves. Maroon cloth
in an embossed squared pattern. Gilt lettered to spine. Binders ticket of Sharpe & Kellet, Liverpool to the upper paste-down of each
volume.
Contents includes short stories, royalty, society, poetry, games, craft, sport, gardening, school activities, literary biography [Elizabeth
Barratt Browning] and much more.
Without marks of past ownership. Some general browning to end-leaves. Text content very clean and crisp. No other set found to be
offered and very few in institutions.
RARE £150

31. Various - The School Girl’s Own Annual 1925 - London, The Fleetly House.
A miscellaneous collection of stories and articles, including games (Lawn
Tennis), crafts (Bookbinding, Albums), dress, photography, baking and
‘household hints’, all illustrated.
24cms, 223p, i adverts. 4 coloured plates and black & white illustrations throughout. Plain end-leaves. Quarter brown cloth. colour illustrated cover (A.E. Bestall)
and lettered in red.
No marks of past ownership. Internally clean. Some blotches to rear end-leaves.
Board edges and corners rubbed and open. Minor splitting to the outer joint.
Holding together well and a good, bright copy.
RARE. No copy found for sale. £95

32. BURNAND, Sir Francis Cowley - Happy Thoughts. - London, Bradbury, Evans & Co. 1868
A RARE copy of the FIRST EDITION - a volume devoted to wit and humour.
16cms, xvi, 303p, publisher’s adverts. Plain end-leaves. Red cloth over boards. Boards with black line border and lettered in
black. Similar to spine.
Marked only with former owner’s initials in ink to ffep. Some brown off-setting to the fep’s, otherwise internally clean. Cloth
rubbed on the hints and just starting to split. Spine age darkened.
COPAC lists 7 copies of the FIRST EDITION only. £50

33. ENGLISH, Douglas - The Birthday Caravan. London, G. Bell and Sons.
1931
A RARE Work. COPAC records 3 copies of the first edition of 1922 in
Oxford, Cambridge and British Libraries. There are no copies traced for
sale.
18.5cms, 135p, 8 illustrations as per list. Plain end-leaves. Pale green limp
cloth, front cover with central horse drawn caravan in black with yellow
ground. Lettered in yellow and black.
Very good condition. Stamped in ink, ‘With the Publishers Compliments’ to
the head of the ffep, otherwise very clean. An un-common work with the
unusual ‘self-study’ notes to the rear. £35

34. THE ILLUSTRATED BOOK OF SONGS FOR
CHILDREN - The Engravings from designs by
Burkett Foster. London, Wm. S. Orr. 1850.
A RARE Copy of this work in a variant publishers
binding. COPAC lists 4 copies at Oxford,
Cambridge, Manchester and the National Library
of Scotland, each recorded as being in a green
cloth blocked binding. The copy offered here is in
a brown and tan marble effect binding suggestive
of stained leather, gilt lettered.
18.5cms, frontis, tissue leaf, title with vignette,
122p, publisher’s adverts vi. Charmingly
illustrated through-out. Tan end-leaves. Dark
brown cloth over boards veined in tan. Blind lined
border with gilt lettering.
Period ink inscription to head of ffep and to verso
of frontis. A very good, clean copy. Just a touch
of wear to the spine ends. RARE £145

35. MYRTLE, Harriet [Miller, Lydia Falconer] - THE
MAN OF SNOW, AND OTHER TALES. - A Story
Book for Winter written for Young Children. London,
Joseph Cundall. 1848
RARE - Copac lists 4 copies only.
17cms, Half-title, frontis, title, 124p, 3 further fullpage plates. Head-pieces and decorated initials.

All edges gilt. Pale yellow end-leaves. Pale red
cloth over boards. Blind embossed with lined
border and large corner floral declaration to
boards.
Gilt lettered to upper board and similar to spine.
Early former owner’s signature in ink to head of
ffep. Upper gutter cracked, not affecting board
holding. Light general dustiness to cover. £225

36. HUNTINGDON, E.M and A. - THE SQUIRE’S NIECES. London,
Sampson Low, Marston & Co. 1891.
RARE - Copac recording 4 copies of this FIRST EDITION only, with none for
sale. Not a reprinted title.
18.5cms, Frontis, title, ii, 172p, 1 further full page plate. publisher’s list 32p.
Green closely patterned end-leaves. Apple green cloth over boards. Coloured
playing figures to the upper cover with title in gilt and other lettering in black,
similar to spine.
No marks of past ownership. A good clean copy through-out. The last leaf
(172) and the publisher’s list rather darker in colour. Rear gutter cracked and
the board flexing a little loosely, but without a weakened attachment. Some
minor bubbling of the cloth covering and a few minor blotches. Signs of minor
wear at the spine ends. A very attractive book. £95

37. [HUGHES, Thomas] - THE SCOURING OF THE WHITE HORSE; or, the Long
Vacation Ramble of a London Clerk by the author of ‘Tom Brown’s School Days’ Illustrated by Richard Doyle. Cambridge, Macmillan and Co. 1859.
An attractive cloth gilt copy of the FIRST EDITION of this account of the traditions,
games and festivities associated with the White Horse hill-side monument in
Berkshire.
18cms, double page frontis separated by tissue leaf, xi, 228p, Illustrated initials at
chapter beginning. All edges gilt. Pale yellow end-leaves. Bright blue cloth over
boards, heavily gilt decorated imagery surrounding the boards, blind embossed to
the rear and gilt to the upper, with gilt lettered title. Gilt to spine.
Early ink gift inscription to ffep, otherwise without signs of past ownership. Some
light and sporadic brown spotting. Very short split to cloth at head of upper joint.
Minor fading to colour in spine. A good copy. £45

Fine Zaehnsdorf gold tooled binding

38. COSH, Harry - THE BATTLE OF THE BREEZE - Verses from Celebrated Poems
and Sea Songs - Selected and Illustrated by Harry Cosh.
A unique copy re-bound in full red calf gilt by Zaehnsdorf with the signature ‘A. G.
Zaehnsdorf' in ink at the head of the cover.
17cms, 24p coloured plates with text. Re-sewn on hinging linen guards. All edges gilt.
Marbled end-leaves. Red calf over boards. Double line fillet border to boards.
Decorative roll in gilt to turn-in. Raised bands to spine. Title and author in gilt on green
calf in 2nd & 3rd panels, with the remainder with centre, corner and in-fill tools in gilt.
A few neat page repairs and the odd handling mark. A superb piece of craftsmanship
by the West End binders, Zaehnsdorf, who have SIGNED the binding in ink at the head
of the verso of the ffep.
The signature ‘A. Zaehnsdorf’ could quite possibly be that of Ann Zaehnsdorf, who
married Joseph [1816-1886] the founder of the firm, in 1849.
Near fine. £495

Rare Richmal Crompton signed work
39. CROMPTON, Richmal - WILLIAM THE DETECTIVE - Illustrated by
Thomas Henry. London, George Newness. 1949
A good copy of the fifteenth impression - SIGNED in ink ‘RICHMAL
CROMPTON’
18.5cms, 252p, illustrated. Plain end-leaves. Orange cloth over boards, black
lettered to spine.
Ffep marked in ink ‘This book belongs to Ann Boyer, Xmas 1949’ with the ink
signature of Richmal Crompton below. Without other marks of ownership.
Internally a good, clean copy. Slight colour fading to spine.
A RARE signed copy of one of Crompton’s children books. £350

Zaehnsdorf fine binding with family connection
40. ‘COMMON SENSE’ - THE DOMESTIC HABITS
OF THE PEOPLE - with six illustrations by George
Cruikshank. London, Charles Gilpin first thousand.
1852
A superbly bound copy SIGNED by ZAEHNSDORF.
18cms, vi, 96p, 6 full page illustrations. Blue half
page advertising slip bound in. adverts. viii. Buff
printed cover bound in. Marbled paper end-leaves.
Full red morocco. Triple line border in gilt to boards.
Raised bands to spine. Lettered and dated to spine
in gilt. Floral tool in gilt in open panels. The turning
tooled in gilt with decorative rolls and line fillet.
Signed in gilt ‘Bound by Zaehnsdorf’. Head of the
verso to the ffep with an ink stamp ‘A C Zaehnsdorf’.
Light spotting to the blanks. Some dust soiling to the
original covers. Re-binding in fine condition.
A superb collectors item. £395

41. THE COMICAL CREATURES FROM WURTEMBERG - Including the Story of Reynard the Fox.
With Twenty Illustrations, drawn from the stuffed animals contributed by Hermann Ploucquet of
Stuttgart to the Great Exhibition - London, David Bogue. 1851
An Un-common copy of this edition with all plates as called for.
21cms, 96p. folding plate frontis. Pale yellow end-leaves. Pale green cloth over boards. Deep blind
embossed boarder to boards with central gilt image of two creatures with the title in gilt. Title in gilt to
spine.
No marks of past ownership. Internally clean. The vertical fold to the frontis plate has been
strengthened at head and tail to the verso with pasted strips (amateur). The cover is quite spotted and
discoloured and there is wear to the spine strip. £95

42. MRS. SHEROOD - JACK THE SAILOR BOY. London, Darton and Clark. n/d c.1840
A VERY RARE COPY - colour illustrated, possibly by hand.
15cms, 64p. full page frontis with coloured surround. In text engravings, some coloured.
Advertising end-leaves. Paper covers boards. Intricate leaf designed border coloured red
and blue to upper board with central figure in gilt. Rear board more modestly decorated.
A small ink inscription to front board in ink, otherwise free from marks of ownership.
Originally sewn through the folds. This was added to by a stab sewing, both now largely
failing. Leaf 15/16 has a central horizontal tear through an illustration on both sides and
held together by amateur stitching. Some grubbiness and spotting, generally light. Both
boards detached and spine lacking.
Leaving aside condition, the is a RARE edition, possibly the FIRST. COPAC lists only a
single copy, that at Nottingham University Library and suggests a publication date
between 1836 and 1847 based upon the life of the publishers. The coloured illustrations
are delightful, both in the detail and colouring. POA

43. THE COMICAL ADVENTURES OF BEAU OGLEBY London, Title and Bogue. n/d
A RARE COPY in the original cloth gilt binding.
14 x 22cms (landscape), title, 52p, adverts. Publisher’s play
yellow end-leaves. Dark green cloth. Embossed corner pieces
to upper cover, with central figure of Beau Ogleby and title done
in gilt.
Without signs of past ownership. A very good clean copy.
RARE £125

44. COMUS - MY MOTHER. London, Thomas Nelson
and Sons. 1857
A good copy of a RARE FIRST EDITION.
25cms, coloured frontis, title, 32p. 7 further full page
coloured plates. Musical notation. Pale yellow endleaves. Red cloth over boards. Embossed border to both
boards with central motif and title in gilt to the upper.
Pencil signature and another partly removed from the
ffep. A small oval embossed stamp to the fore-edge
margin of the title. Short (1cm) closed tear to the foot of
the title. Light spotting and grubbiness through-out. Cover
a little marked and with a few small spots, but generally
good as to wear. RARE. £50

45. THE HISTORY OF MERRY BROTHER JONATHAN - London,
Dean & Co. n/d C 1850
An un-traced work. RARE - not recorded in COPAC or WORLD CAT.
22cms, 8p. 9 hand-coloured plates. Green paper cover, illustrated
and lettered.
A little soiled. Corners turned. Spine has been over-sewn (amateur).
A verse tale of a black man in Guinea saving a white sailor and
subsequently voyaging to London with him. Superb large handcolures plates. £175

46. MYRTLE, Harriet - THE PLEASURES OF THE COUNTRY:
Simple Stories for Young People - With Eight Illustrations by John
Gilbert. London, Dundall & Addey. 1851.
21cms, coloured frontis, title, ii, 115p, Pale yellow end-leaves. All
edges gilt. Dark green cloth. Embossed decoration to boards with
central diamond an title in gilt to the upper. Gilt lettered spine.
Early ink inscription to head of ffep. Some leaves detached and
with frayed edges. One plate with torn corners sewn back in
position (amateur). Some light spotting. Moderate wear to the cloth
cover and slight curvature to the boards.
A reasonable copy of an un-common title. £25

47. THE COMIC ALBUM: 1844 - A Book For Every Table. - London, Wm. S. Orr &
Co. 1844.
An Un-common copy of this fully illustrated, engraved, caricatures, silhouettes,
comic sketches etc.,with added verse collection.
27cms, frontis, title, with engraved vignette, part coloured. Unpaginated 134p
approx., publishers adverts iip. Some sections printed on coloured paper. All edges
gilt. Decorated end-leaves. Colour printed paper covered boards. Cloth spine (later).
Early owner’s name in ink to the head of the title, otherwise free from marks of past
possession. Lacking ffep. Quite dusty with some un-even age toning, spotting and
marking to the leaves. Rubbing and some minor edge loss to the covering paper of
the boards, corners rounded etc. The brown cloth spine is a recent professional
refurbishment. A fair copy. £50

48. THE CHILD’S TREASURY OF KNOWLEDGE & AMUSEMENT or, REUBEN
RAMBLE’S PICTURE LESSONS. London, Darton and Clark n/d c.1840
A RARE copy of this predominantly natural history book of illustrations and
accompanying text, including farmyard scenes and animals, those of the jungle and
domestic animals and birds.
21cms, title, printed in red & blue, un-paginated. 32 full-page engraved plates, handcoloured. Pale yellow end-leaves. Mauve cloth over boards. Large blind embossed
corners to the boards with a central wreath in gilt circling the title.
Both feps replaced with period matching paper. Upper pastedown with central
embossed gilt frame, topped by a coronet with coloured portrait of a female head
and shoulders figure (possibly Queen Victoria?) this surrounded by a former owner’s
name in ink and a date of 1844. No other marks of past ownership. Title quite soiled
and stained towards the margins. Text and illustrative leaves with some light
browning, scattered. Cover edges worn with corners rounded and open, dusty and
faded, similarly the spine which is frayed and open at both ends.
A fair copy of a RARE TITLE. £195

49. GAMES AND SPORTS FOR YOUNG BOYS:
Comprising- Athletic Games, Country Games, Games
with Balls, Marbles, Buttons, Tops, Hoops, Kites,
Miscellaneous Toys, Rhymes and Calls, Romps, Athletic
Feat, Table Games, Games with Toys, Forfeits and
Penances - With Ninety Illustrations. London, Routledge,
Warne and Rutledge - 1859
17cms, iv, 106p, Full page frontis and in-text illustration.
Publisher’s list 64p. Publisher’s pale yellow end-leaves
and red cloth. Upper cover with blind embossed frame
with central gilt illustration (‘Drawing the oven’). Gilt work
to spine.
Ink initials and early date in ink to ffep, otherwise a clean
copy. Upper inner hint cracked, but board holding. Slight
dustiness to cover. Minor wear at spine ends. RARE
copy. COPAC with five listed copies. None of this early
date offered for sale. £185

50. STOWE, Harriet Beecher - UNCLE TOM’S CABIN; or, NEGRO LIFE IN
THE SLAVE STATES OF AMERICA - With Forty Illustrations. London, C.H.
Clarke & Co. 1852.
21.5cms, frontis, illustrated title, printed title. xii (including 5p Preface signed
‘G’), 380p. 40 plates as per list. All edges gilt. Pale yellow end-leaves. Blue
cloth, blind blocked board to upper board with large central illustration of
figures beneath the inscription, ‘Scenes daily and hourly acting under the
shadow of American law’ in gilt. Gilt lettered and illustrated spine.
An early ink signature and date to ffep. End-paper and frontis detached, both
with edge fraying. The remainder of the sewing intact, but with some
gatherings proud. Both outer joints with covering cloth splits. Minor loss to
spine ends. Wear to corners.
The work was originally published in the US, but such was the anticipated,
and realised, interest in the UK that copies were published in London in May,
1852. This is possibly an example of the initial printing, we are unable to say.
Offered with work to do. £250.

